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Attention Strata Managers 

Our company FES participates in the NSW Government Energy Saving Scheme, managed 

by Ipart. We are therefore in a position to offer subsidised pricing for the supply and 

installation of a variety of Energy Saving Lighting Upgrades. 

 

Rising electricity costs are a big cost to businesses, with no expected decreases from 

electricity companies over the next ten years, businesses continually need to look for ways 
to cut costs.  

When businesses replace their traditional high energy lighting i.e. fluorescent or halogen 

lights to LED they will instantly benefit from lower energy and lower electricity bills.   

 

Upgrading lighting with LEDs and combining the LED’s with improved controls such as 

daylight sensors and motion sensors can go a long way to cutting power bills.  

Lighting controls can make a reduction in energy use from 60% to 90% per cent. 
 

Areas like car parks operating 24 x 7 save  $84 on average Electicity for each 

replacement LED and by installing micro wave movement and daylight  sensors up to 

$146 plus several more years operation. The return on Investment (ROI) less than 

one year. 

It’s a fact, florescent tubes are being slowly removed from supplies simular to incandescent 

light bulbs, so what a great time to upgrade, taking advantage of Energy Saving 
Certificate rebates that could reduce your investment by up to $300 on a High bay or 

Floodlight and $40 to $60 on Florescent tube fixture replacements with LED. 

 

These subsidised investments do not involve large capital outlays due to the rebates and 

have short payback periods “ROI” from as little as 6 months. 

 
The LED replacements we recommend have passed rigorous testing to gain NSW 

Government Ipart approval and have a life span of 50,000  to  100,000 hours.  

All of our products have a minimum 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee 

 

By replacing high Energy Traditional lighting with LED you will not have cost for: 

• Maintenance and downtime 

• Light tube and ballast replacement                
• Cost of electricians  

 

If you have any interest in offering your building Strata owners a chance to reduce their 

energy costs, we would welcome the opportunity to work with you, inspect any nominated 

properties under your control and provide a no obligation free proposal for your next Strata 

meeting. 

I will call in the next few days to see if we can be of service.                                       

Ian McGill                                                                                                   
Special Projects Director                                                                                                      
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